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Abstract
This study aim for know reason it faded attitude nationalism of the millenial generation while knowing how to ways that can arouse their nationalist attitudes through Education Pancasila and citizenship as well as roles family, education, and the government in awakening the spirit of nationalism. The method used in this research is literature study by referring to sources such as journal articles, books and articles from the Internet. The results of this study indicate that the cause of the fading the nationalist attitude of the millennial generation is caused by 2 factors: factors internal and factor external. Factor internal covers there is flavor disappointed from in self a millenial, for example flavor disappointed to performance government. External factors include the development of globalization which cause lots change. Method grow attitude Millenial generation nationalism can be done by getting used to it using domestic products, providing insight into the importance of having a spirit of nationalism, as well as equipping them with give material about attitude nationalism and defend country through education pancasila and citizenship.
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Introduction
This article aim for describe and explain business in grow the nationalist attitude of the millenial generation through Pancasila and Citizenship education. Nationalism comes from the word nation which means nation, the meaning of the nation itself also has meaning: (1) unity, which means unity between various type, custom, ethnic group, and culture; (2) human groups, namely having the same origin; and (3) a group of people who bound by the unity of language and culture which usually occupies a particular region in something region the (Kholida, 2020). Term nationalism that alone also own meaning alone that is awareness for love, maintain, and fight for nation indonesia, as well as own awareness membership that potentially together maintains, perpetuates identity, integrity, prosperity, and strength nation. Attitude nationalism is attitude build and maintain awareness in the state, foster an attitude of love land water, and fight for wholeness nation Indonesia (Salminati, 2017). Indonesia is known for its various ethnicities, cultures, races and religions: rich in culture and natural resources. Indonesian citizens are also known as polite and friendly attitude. Even though they have different beliefs, they are still one also maintain and continue to maintain the integrity of the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia. However, exists development era which the more proceed make start disappearance attitude nationalism. The development of this era has encouraged the influx of globalization very fast. This of course also resulted in major changes for the country and public. There are two impacts of this phenomenon for the country and society itself. These two impacts are positive impacts and also negative impacts. One impact the positive that is development technology which the more proceed and knowledge we become proceed. The negative impacts are numerous. One of them is the entry of foreign culture which influence style life public become more westernized: it faded attitude manners and also social customs. Technological advances also have an impact on lifestyle public. They more know culture outside from on culture original they Alone, especially in today's millennial generation children. They prefer K-pop and imitate the
The development of globalization has created many changes, one of which is change in field technology, information, and communication which the more advanced. With exists the flow of globalization has brought many changes to our country, namely Indonesia makes it easier for us to communicate and do anything via internet access, with exists progress technology which the more advanced make we with it's easy see the whole world with just the palm of your hand, namely via gadgets. We can follow development era which currently trend in outside. we as public millennial must be clever in using technology so as not to be carried away by the negative currents of globalization (Lestari, 2019). As public Indonesia we must guard wholeness country unity republic Indonesia by becoming a smart millennial generation, and loving Indonesia's homeland, and upholding the high value of unity, the decline in the nationalist attitudes of the millennial generation is caused by the development of the times and
technology that is starting to advance, which is not balanced by the lack of it understanding of the culture and history of the Indonesian nation (Widyono, 2019). Generation Millennials prefer foreign cultures or western culture, for example, currently there are many very youth which more like and use products outside (Kiranantika, 2020). Furthermore, the younger generation is also reluctant to uphold local Indonesian culture, for example like learn and memorize songs area or songs national, they more memorize with songs west. The younger generation prefers to imitate western styles, which are far from the norm customs of the Indonesian people. They also don't like our own country's products because they think the quality of their products is much better than foreign products and products The outside is more in line with the times. Apart from that, there is prominent behavior among people students like to stay up late and do things that are not useful, abuse drugs, promiscuity, even referring to free sex, likes playing truant, and even brawls which resulted in the loss of life. This indicates that the taste is getting thinner unity and unity fellow student which refer on it faded flavor nationalism.

**Efforts to overcome the decline of nationalism**

**Role Family**

The family has an important role in forming a child's character, because within family child get education for first time, family also very role in supervise and also shape the character and behavior of children. The role of the family in formation a sense of nationalism in children, namely by providing education from an early age regarding attitudes nationalism and patriotism towards the Indonesian nation, accustoming children from an early age to using domestic products so that children can get used to using the products in country (Aswasulasikin, Praise, & Hadi, 2020).

**Role of Education**

Role education that is give education Pancasila and citizenship, and also give material about defend country give instruction and also provision material to students, and also instilling an attitude of love for the country in students, for example carry out flag ceremonies every monday and every national holiday, teaches students to respect the services of heroes. Providing moral education, so that student no easy absorb things negative in outside there.

**Role of Government**

The government also plays a big role in fostering an attitude of nationalism generation millennial, because government is something role model for public which is at in lower shade government that alone good in matter regulation nor policy which given. Wrong one matter or policy which can help in effort awaken attitude nationalism generation millennial wrong the only one that is with, stage various type activities that can foster attitudes of nationalism and patriotism such as holding seminar activities and cultural exhibitions, require civil servants to wear batik once a week, because batik is a cultural work indonesia, the government must also listen to and respect the aspirations of the younger generation for build indonesa so that more good again.

**Conclusion**

The term nationalism itself also has its own meaning, namely awareness of love, maintain, and fight for nation indonesa, as well as own awareness membership which in a way potential together maintain, immortalize identity, integrity, prosperity and strength of the nation. The attitude of nationalism is attitudes build and maintain awareness in the state, foster attitudes love land water, and fight for wholeness nation Indonesia. It faded attitude generation millennials are caused by 2 factors, namely internal factors and external factors, internal factors some of which are caused by personal factors such as youth disappointment with government performance, and the second is external factors which refer to the development of globalization brought a lot of impact to change. One effort to raise awareness of the generation In order for millennials not to lose their attitude of nationalism, they must cover several roles such as roles family, role education, and role government.
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